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Abstract
Magnetic proximity effects in single crystalline NixMn100−x/Ni(/Co) bilayers on Cu3Au(001) are
investigated for in-plane (IP) and out-of-plane (OoP) magnetization by means of longitudinal and
polar magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE). Attention is paid to the influence on concentration- and
thickness-dependent antiferromagnetic (AFM) ordering (TAFM ) and blocking (Tb) temperatures as
well as the exchange-bias field (Heb). For all the NixMn100−x films under study in contact with IP
Ni, increasing TAFM is observed with decreasing Ni concentration from ∼50 to ∼20%, whereas only
a slight change in TAFM is observed for the OoP case. Between ∼28% and ∼35% Ni concentration,
a crossover temperature exists below which TAFM for IP samples is higher than for the OoP ones
and vice versa. Tb is higher for the IP case than for OoP except for an equi-atomic NiMn film,
while Heb increases significantly for both magnetization directions with decreasing x. These results
are attributed to: (i) a rotation of the non-collinear 3Q -like spin structure of NixMn100−x from the
more-OoP to the more-IP direction for decreasing Ni concentration when x is decreased, along with
an associated increased magnetic anisotropy (MA), and (ii) a smaller domain wall width within
the NixMn100−x films at smaller x leading to a smaller thickness required to establish exchange
bias at a fixed temperature.
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Antiferromagnetic (AFM) materials play a major role in magnetic thin film devices such
as magnetic hard-disk read heads [1] and magnetic random-access memories [2], which rev-
olutionized the information technology during the past two decades. In such devices, the
role of an AFM thin film is to fix the adjacent ferromagnetic (FM) layer magnetization
along a particular direction as a reference layer by the exchange-bias (EB) effect. This EB
phenomenon manifests itself as a shift in the hysteresis loop of the FM along the field-axis
[3]. Despite its high technological importance in magnetic data-storage devices and extensive
studies, the detailed mechanism for the effect is still elusive. This is partly due to the limited
knowledge of the AFM and FM layer’s contribution to the exchange interaction at the inter-
face of both layers. In some early important models [4–6], including the one presented by the
discoverer of the EB effect [7], one of the basic requirements to get EB is that the magnetic
anisotropy energy of the AFM should be larger than the interfacial exchange energy [8], i.e.,
KAFMtAFM ≥ JINT , where JINT = JSFMSAFMcos(θ) and J is the exchange constant, SFM
and SAFM are respectively the FM and AFM spins, and θ is an angle between them. In most
of the theoretical models describing the EB effect, one of the key assumptions is a collinear
spin configuration of the AFM layer at the interface. However, practically, there are several
AFMmaterials which have non-collinear spin structures, for instance, FeMn [9–11] and NiMn
[12, 13] are reported to have non-collinear three-dimensional spin structures which can give
rise to EB in both in-plane (IP) and out-of-plane (OoP) directions when coupled to an FM
layer in the respective magnetization directions. Nogue´s et al. reported that the exchange
bias strongly depends on the spin structure at the interface, especially on the angle between
the FM and AFM spins [14]. Also a direct observation of the alignment of FM spins by
AFM spins in the system Co/LaFeO3 [15] and a spin reorientation near the AFM interface
with the antiferromagnetic spins rotating in IP direction (parallel to the spins of the FM
layer) in Co/NiO(001) bilayers [16] demonstrate that in EB systems the spin configuration
of the FM as well as of an AFM layer near the interface may significantly deviate from that
in the bulk. An important property of an AFM alloy film that could affect the interfacial
spin structure or the exchange interaction at the interface is its chemical composition. The
FM film, on the other hand, could influence the bilayer properties by the so-called magnetic
proximity effect. Different magnetization directions may lead to a different spin structure in
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the AFM layer. These may be different for different Ni concentrations in NixMn100−x. No
systematic studies showing an impact of both these factors on the interfacial spin structure
exist, at least not for single-crystalline exchange-bias systems.
NiMn as an AFM thin film alloy has received special attention due to superior technolog-
ically relevant properties compared to other Mn-based AFM binary alloys [17]. It is known
that bulk NiMn has different crystal structures for different chemical compositions of its
constituents, namely a face-centered tetragonal crystal structure with lattice constant ratio
of c/a < 1 for nearly equi-atomic concentration [18–20], whereas the crystal structure is
found to be very sensitive to the Ni concentration in the range of 13%–40%: an fcc cubic
lattice undergoes a tetragonal distortion, either c/a < 1 or c/a > 1, or an orthorhombic
distortion at lower temperatures [21]. In literature, one can find some work indicating a
connection between the NixMn100−x crystal structure and its spin structure. It was shown
experimentally that for equi-atomic concentration, bulk NiMn has an L10-type spin struc-
ture with Mn spins pointing perpendicular to the c axis (along the [100] direction), whereas
the possibility that Mn moments point along the [110] direction was not excluded [18]. For
Ni28Mn72, the spin structure is non-collinear and three-dimensional [12]. Similar results
are obtained theoretically for ordered and disordered Mn-based AFM alloys in general [22],
which might be true for NixMn100−x as well. The spin structure of NixMn100−x in thin film
form has not been directly addressed yet.
When using conventional methods such as neutron diffraction or susceptibility measure-
ments, data cannot be acquired with sufficient signal to obtain the ordering temperature of
AFM thin films directly due to lack of material. Therefore an indirect way is adopted here
by observing the influence of an FM thin film on an AFM layer with the help of a more
sensitive technique such as the magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE). However, for an AFM
layer with a complicated three-dimensional non-collinear spin structure doing so would mean
to be sensitive only to one out of two components of the AFM spin, namely the one along
the magnetization of the FM layer. That is to look at the only one face of the picture! To
get the complete picture it is necessary to couple such an AFM layer with an adjacent FM
layer, the magnetization of which can be manipulated in both IP and OoP directions.
The magnetic proximity effect has not been studied for Mn-based alloys. For equi-atomic
NiMn (FeMn) AFM thin films coupled to Ni, the antiferromagnetic ordering temperature
TAFM for OoP Ni magnetization has been reported to be up to 110 K (60 K) higher than for
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IP magnetization [13, 23]. But this may be different when changing the chemical composition
of the AFM. Here we address the influence of the alloy composition of NixMn100−x as an
AFM thin film coupled to an FM Ni layer on the magnetic properties of the system. As in
Refs. [13, 23], we manipulate the magnetization direction of the Ni layer into IP and OoP
direction by a Co underlayer. We suggest that changing the Ni concentration changes its
spin structure, which is accompanied by a change in the magnetic anisotropic energy as well.
EXPERIMENTAL ASPECTS
The experiments were performed under ultra-high vacuum (UHV) conditions where the
pressure was lower than 5 × 10−10 mbar. The single-crystalline face-centred-cubic (fcc)
Cu3Au(001) substrate was cleaned by sputtering with 1 keV Ar
+ ions. The chemical clean-
liness of the substrate was verified by Auger electron spectroscopy (AES). To get a smooth
and single-crystalline sample structure it was annealed at 800 K for 10 minutes. By em-
ploying a shutter in front of the lower half of the sample, ∼2 ML Co was evaporated on its
upper half and then 12–13 ML Ni on the entire sample. The Ni exhibits OoP magnetization
on the bare substrate (lower half) and IP magnetization on the upper half, due to the ∼2
ML Co layer underneath. For Ni growth at the lower half of the sample (without Co),
the intensity of the medium energy electron diffraction (MEED) (00) spot versus time was
observed on a fluorescent screen opposite to the electron gun with an electron beam energy
of 2 keV and the substrate held at room temperature. The typical growth rate of Ni was 1
ML per minute and was monitored by MEED oscillations. Subsequently, NixMn100−x films
were obtained by simultaneous evaporation of Ni and Mn from two different electron beam
evaporators while keeping the same growth rate of Ni as for individual evaporation. Different
alloy compositions were prepared by changing the Mn growth rate. All the three materi-
als were deposited from high-purity (Co and Ni: 99.99%, Mn: 99.95%) rods by electron
bombardment. Growing the ferromagnetic layer first has the advantage that its structural
properties are not influenced by the alloy composition of the NixMn100−x antiferromagnetic
films, which might be the case in the reversed deposition sequence because of the depen-
dence of the NixMn100−x lattice parameter on x. NixMn100−x does not grow layer by layer on
Ni/Cu3Au(001), therefore its thickness cannot be directly inferred from MEED. AES was
utilized to check not only the concentration of Ni and Mn in the alloy but also its thickness.
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When the Ni growth rate is well known, then from the AES peak ratio of Ni and Mn the
concentration and hence growth rate and thickness of NixMn100−x can be obtained.
The magnetic properties of NixMn100−x/Ni/(Co/)Cu3Au(001) epitaxial thin bilayers were
probed by in-situ MOKE in longitudinal and polar geometries to study IP and OoP magne-
tization at the upper and lower half of the sample, respectively. Linearly polarized laser light
from a laser diode of 1 mW power and 635 nm wavelength was used. A field-cooling process
was applied first. The samples were cooled in the maximum available external magnetic field
of 200 mT from the highest temperature used in the measurements for each sample (≤ 490
K) to the minimum temperature of 140 K which could be achieved during the measurements
by cooling the sample holder with liquid nitrogen.
RESULTS
Fig. 1 shows an example of temperature-dependent hysteresis loops for ∼35 ML Ni30Mn70
on IP and OoP magnetized Ni, measured by longitudinal and polar MOKE, respectively.
Exchange bias in the bilayer is observed for temperatures lower than 420 K for IP and lower
than 400 K for OoP magnetized Ni. This shows that the AFM/FM bilayer studied here
provides stronger exchange bias as compared to bilayers with equiatomic NiMn concentra-
tions, where a smaller EB has been observed for ∼ 35 ML Ni49Mn51/Ni(Co/)/Cu3Au(001)
only below 210 K and 195 K for OoP and IP magnetization, respectively [13]. For example,
for IP and OoP bilayers, at 140 K and 300 K with ∼35 ML Ni30Mn70, Heb is ∼-90 mT
and ∼-6 mT, whereas for ∼ 35 ML Ni50Mn50/Ni(Co/)/Cu3Au(001), it is ∼-22 mT and 0
mT, respectively [13]. The longitudinal MOKE measurements could be recorded from the
minimum available temperature (140 K), but polar MOKE measurements were only possible
from 300 K onwards because of too high coercivities, higher than the maximum of the exter-
nal magnetic field (±200 mT). From Fig. 1 (a), one can observe the temperature-dependent
behaviour of HC and Heb for the IP sample. The loops are clearly shifted to the negative
side of the magnetic field axis. At the minimum temperature (140 K), the value of Heb is
more than twice that of HC . The IP exchange-biased loops are not of rectangular shape
but rather tilted (Fig. 1 (a)). At the blocking temperature (Tb), the temperature where EB
vanishes (here ∼420 K, pink color), the tilted shape of the hysteresis loops is changed to a
more rectangular one. The reason for the tilted shape of the exchange-biased loops could be
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a locally different coupling strength at the interface of the bilayer. The higher the difference
between the pinning strength of the local uncompensated spins is, the more the loops are
tilted. From a careful look at the loop of 400 K (dark green color), one can see that it is
slightly shifted to the right side, providing a small positive EB. This kind of small positive
EB just below Tb is observed for most of the IP samples with Ni concentration between ∼28%
and ∼38%, and will be described and discussed later. As the temperature is increased, Heb
decreases for both IP and OoP samples, as expected. For the same temperature of 300 K,
the value of HC for the OoP case is much higher than for the IP one, while the Heb values
are comparable.
In the absence of exchange coupling between the AFM and the FM layers, HC of the
FM layer alone would decrease monotonically with increasing temperature, with a certain
small slope. We observe, in contrast, for most of the IP as well as OoP films a discontinuity
in the slope of HC versus temperature, which is typical for AFM/FM bilayer exchanged-
coupled systems [23–25]. The point at which this discontinuity of temperature-dependent
HC occurs is considered as TAFM . For its determination, we follow the procedure already
used in Ref. 25, and fit a straight line to the high-temperature side of the HC(T ) data to
represent the behavior of the uncoupled FM layer. The temperature at which the measured
HC significantly deviates from this line is defined as TAFM , and marked by colored down-
arrows in Figs. 2 and 4. The error in this procedure is less than ±10 K. To avoid an
alloying effect of the AFM and FM materials at the interface, we did not take measurements
above 490 K, therefore in some cases only lower limits for TAFM can be given, indicated
by horizontal arrows next to the vertical (down) arrows (Fig. 4 (a)). For the three thickest
equi-atomic NiMn films (the thickest one is shown in Fig. 2 (b)), it was not possible to get
any information on TAFM , since an easy-axis change of the Ni magnetization from OoP to IP
occurs at a temperature lower than the ordering temperature. The blocking temperature Tb
for exchange bias is selected to be the point on the temperature axis at which Heb vanishes.
Fig. 2 shows the temperature-dependent evolution of HC and Heb for samples with dif-
ferent concentrations x but similar thickness (∼33 ML) of NixMn100−x in contact with IP
(Fig. 2 (a)) and OoP magnetized Ni (Fig. 2 (b)). For all IP samples, the HC versus temper-
ature curves exhibit a maximum which shifts towards higher temperatures with decreasing
Ni concentration. All the IP samples with thicknesses from ∼16 to ∼50 ML for Ni ∼ 22%,
including the one shown in Fig. 2 (a), show two peaks in their HC(T ) curves, one at lower
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FIG. 1. Normalized magnetic hysteresis loops for (a) ∼35 ML Ni30Mn70/12.3 ML Ni/∼2
ML Co/Cu3Au(001) measured with longitudinal MOKE and (b) ∼35 ML Ni30Mn70/12.3 ML
Ni/Cu3Au(001) measured with polar MOKE at different temperatures.
temperature with a large HC , and a second one at higher temperature with a smaller HC .
Due to the high HC associated with a tilted loop shape, it was not possible to measure the
IP Ni22Mn78 samples below 350 K with thickness smaller than ∼33 ML. HC can be reduced
by a larger thickness of Ni22Mn78, as observed for ∼50 ML Ni22Mn78 (not shown here). Note
that in Fig. 2 (a), Ni49Mn51 has a slightly higher thickness (∼35 ML) but is shown together
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with the other films for the sake of completeness. Also the TAFM is systematically shifted
towards higher temperatures for decreasing the Ni concentration, while at the same time the
difference between Tb and TAFM is reduced. This increase of TAFM for the IP case is similar
to the Fe concentration-dependent results found in the systems FeMn/Co/Cu(001) [24] and
(Co)/Ni/FeMn/Cu(001) [23].
Heb at a fixed temperature as well as Tb increase with decreasing Ni concentration. The
peak in HC(T ) is close to Tb for Ni49Mn51, whereas Tb is related to the second, less prominent
peak in HC in Ni22Mn78. For Ni28Mn72 and Ni38Mn62, the peak in HC(T ) occurs at lower
temperatures than Tb. Near the HC(T ) peak, Heb acquires small values for a few data points
and then switches through zero to a small positive value just below Tb, where it vanishes to
zero. This behaviour is shown in the inset, which is a zoom-in along the vertical axis for
some higher temperature data points of Fig. 2 (a). The existence of positive EB just below
Tb in a small temperature range is similar to the results found for Ni81Fe19/Ir20Mn80 bilayers
[26]. For all IP samples, an abrupt increase in Heb occurs at the HC(T ) peak (for Ni22Mn78,
at the more prominent one).
For the OoP case (Fig. 2 (b)), a peak in the HC(T ) curves can only be observed for
equi-atomic NixMn100−x. For all other curves, HC rises to values higher than the available
magnetic field before such a peak appears. TAFM slightly changes by changing the Ni
concentration for other than equi-atomic concentrations. For equi-atomic NiMn, the TAFM
could not be determined because a spin reorientation transition of the Ni film from OoP to IP
occurs at about 410 K. For the OoP samples, Tb increases by decreasing the Ni concentration.
The small variation of TAFM with Ni concentration for the OoP case is similar to the findings
of Stampe et al. for the system Ni/FeMn/Cu(001), when the Fe concentration is changed
[25]. With decreasing temperature, the EB effect starts at a temperature Tb before the
HC(T ) peak is reached for all NixMn100−x films coupled to OoP magnetized Ni, except for
the Ni49Mn51, where Tb is at the maximum of HC . Usually it is reported that EB starts at
about the peak of HC(T ), but this is not the case all the times: Maat et al., for example,
studied the IP and OoP EB in the system (Co/Pt)5/(Co+CoO) and found that Tb occurs
very close to TAFM without any HC(T ) peak down to the minimum temperature of 10 K
[27]. Like for the IP samples, also Heb very slowly decreases to zero for the OoP samples. To
demonstrate the determination of Tb, a zoom-in of Heb(T ) on the vertical axis for the three
samples above 250 K is shown in the inset of Fig. 2 (b). Comparing the IP samples to the
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FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the coercivity HC (positive field axis) and the exchange
bias field Heb (negative field axis) for nearly equal thicknesses and different concentrations of
NixMn100−x for (a) coupling with an in-plane magnetized ∼12 ML Ni/∼2 ML Co film on
Cu3Au(001) and (b) coupling with an out-of-plane magnetized ∼12 ML Ni film on Cu3Au(001).
The down arrows indicate TAFM , and the up arrows Tb for the respectively coloured HC and Heb
curves. For the determination of the blocking temperature, the two insets show a zoom-in of the
three Heb curves (a) for the IP and (b) for the OoP samples.
OoP ones, one can see that at the same concentration and temperature mostly higher values
of Heb and Tb are observed in the IP system except for the one sample with equi-atomic
concentration.
A systematic comparison of TAFM and Tb versus Ni concentration for IP and OoP samples
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FIG. 3. Concentration dependence of (a) TAFM and (b) Tb of NixMn100−x films of similar thick-
nesses coupled to IP (solid symbols) and OoP Ni layers (open symbols). The upward arrows
indicate higher values of TAFM than shown, because TAFM could not be determined due to a spin
reorientation transition of Ni from OoP to IP for about equiatomic NixMn100−x films. The dashed
circles around the black points for TAFM and Tb shown in (a) and (b) just highlight that here the
NixMn100−x thickness is slightly higher than for the other data points of the same curve. The inset
shows the difference between TAFM of the NixMn100−x films coupled to IP and OoP magnetized
Ni film (different colours represent the respective thickness of NixMn100−x, and small green down
arrows indicate higher than shown difference of TAFM ).
of different NixMn100−x thicknesses is shown in Fig. 3 (a) and (b), respectively. For all the
studied NixMn100−x films with similar thicknesses, the TAFM for the IP systems increases
with decreasing Ni concentration, whereas only a slight change is observed for the OoP case.
This is consistent with the reported study on FeMn coupled to IP and OoP FM layers when
the Fe concentration is reduced [23–25]. The lines connecting the TAFM ’s for several samples
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of similar thicknesses both in IP and in OoP directions cross each other. This crossing occurs
for all samples with thicknesses ranged between ∼12 and ∼32 ML. In the inset of Fig. 3
(a) a difference between the IP and OoP TAFM ’s is shown. Same colors of the data points
represent the corresponding thicknesses of NixMn100−x. It is clear from this inset that a
crossover in TAFM for IP and OoP coupled bilayers occurs between a Ni concentration of
∼28% and ∼35%. Above ∼35% Ni, TAFM for the OoP samples is higher than for the IP
samples, and below ∼28% of Ni, TAFM for the IP samples is higher than for the OoP ones.
This kind of crossing could not be observed for Tb except for the thickest equi-atomic NiMn
film, which exhibits a higher Tb for the OoP sample than for the IP one (Fig. 3 (b)). For all
other Ni concentrations, Tb is always higher for the IP case than for the OoP one (Fig. 3 (b)).
Note that the thickness required for the onset of EB at a certain temperature is significantly
reduced by decreasing the Ni concentration from ∼50 to ∼20%. For example, for ∼35 ML
equi-atomic NiMn, Tb is ∼200 K, whereas it is ∼300 K for ∼12 ML Ni22Mn78. For the IP
bilayers, the increase in TAFM with decreasing Ni concentration is in line with the findings
of Honda et al., where an increased TAFM (from 420 K to 470 K) is found for γ-NixMn100−x
in bulk polycrystalline form when the Ni concentration is decreased from 40% to 10% [17].
Owing to its non-collinear 3Q spin structure [9–11], FeMn has similar properties as found
here for NixMn100−x, which we assume to have a non-collinear spin structure similar to FeMn.
In Refs. 23 and 24, a similar increase in TAFM by decreasing the Fe concentration for IP
measurements has also been found for FeMn. Like in our result for NixMn100−x, only a small
variation in TAFM is observed for OoP magnetization when changing the Fe concentration
in FeMn [25].
Fig. 4 shows temperature-dependent HC and Heb for different thicknesses of Ni28Mn72 in
contact to Ni magnetized in IP (Fig. 4(a)) and OoP direction (Fig. 4(b)), respectively. For
the IP case, all the samples (except the ∼13 ML Ni28Mn72 one) have a peak in their HC
versus temperature curves. Except for the thinnest sample ∼13 ML Ni28Mn72, only a lower
limit of TAFM (∼440 K) could be obtained and is represented by vertical arrows to which
horizontal arrows are connected indicating that the TAFM ’s of these samples could be even
higher. The peak temperature Tp (the temperature where HC has a peak) shifts towards
higher temperatures as the Ni28Mn72 thickness is increased. For the thickest two samples,
Tp occurs at similar temperatures. There seems to be no significant relation between the
HC(T) peak width and the Ni28Mn72 thickness. The height of the peak first increases and
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then decreases as the Ni28Mn72 layer is made thicker. The decrease in the HC(T ) peak
height with increasing Ni28Mn72 thickness is similar to the results reported by Ali et al. for
Ir25Mn75 [28]. The inset of Fig. 4 (a) shows the part of the figure indicated by the dashed
ellipse on a magnified vertical axis for a closer look at Heb near Tb. A small positive EB
just below Tb can be seen in all Heb(T ) curves. Tb’s are represented by respectively coloured
up-arrows.
For Ni28Mn72, a comparison of thickness-dependent Tp and Tb curves for IP samples is
given in the upper inset of Fig. 4 (b). Nearly constant Tb for thicknesses ≥ 18 ML suggests
that Tb tends to saturate. The Tp is always lower than the corresponding Tb. The difference
between Tp and Tb decreases with increasing thickness of Ni28Mn72. This is very similar to
the results obtained by Ali et al. for Ir25Mn75 [28] and Leighton et al. for MnF2/Fe [29].
For OoP samples (Fig. 4 (b)), again due to the limitations in the external magnetic field
and larger HC ’s, lower temperature measurements were not possible except for the thinnest
∼13 ML Ni28Mn72 film. The TAFM increases by increasing the Ni28Mn72 thickness. Heb
is observed together with much higher HC than in the IP case. No peak in HC(T ) could
be observed in the studied temperature range. Perhaps these peaks occur at much lower
temperatures out of our access. The difference between TAFM and Tb is very small for the
thicker samples. This is very similar to the results for AFM CoO presented in Ref. 27. For
IP and OoP samples, a very similar trend for HC , Heb, Tp (only for IP), and Tb is observed
for all thicknesses with Ni concentration of 38% (not shown). In Fig. 4, the main differences
between IP and OoP samples are: (i) the HC for OoP samples is much larger than for IP,
(ii) the Heb for IP samples is much larger than for OoP, and (iii) a peak in the coercivity
is observed for IP samples which is absent for OoP samples within measured temperature
range. In the lower inset of Fig. 4 (b) we present a zoom-in to visualize the determination
of Tb represented by respective coloured up-arrows.
Fig. 5 shows a summary of the thickness dependence of TAFM and Tb for various Ni
concentrations for IP versus OoP bilayers. Filled symbols are used for the IP, and open
symbols for the OoP bilayers. From the upper panel (Fig. 5 (a)), it is evident that for Ni
concentrations of ∼22% and ∼28 % the IP samples have higher TAFM ’s than the OoP ones,
whereas the reverse is true for ∼38% and ∼50% Ni concentration. The arrows on some
points indicate that these points are only the lower limit for TAFM , which could be even
higher. A summary of Tb’s is given in the lower panel (Fig. 5 (b)). Tb is higher for IP
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FIG. 4. Temperature-dependent coercivity (positive field axis) and exchange bias field (negative
field axis) for different thicknesses of (a) IP magnetized bilayers ∼Ni28Mn72/∼12 ML Ni/∼2 ML
Co/Cu3Au(001) and (b) OoP magnetized bilayers ∼Ni28Mn72/∼12 ML Ni/Cu3Au(001). The down
and up arrows of corresponding colour represent TAFM and Tb, respectively. The upper inset of
(b) shows the NixMn100−x thickness-dependent peaking and blocking temperatures. The other
two insets of (a) and (b) show a zoom-in of the Heb(T) curves of the areas represented by dashed
ellipses.
than for OoP samples except for the equi-atomic NiMn sample, where Tb is higher for OoP
magnetization.
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FIG. 5. Thickness dependence of TAFM (a) and Tb (b) of NixMn100−x in IP and OoP coupled
samples. Small arrows in (a) indicate that the TAFM could be higher than the values shown.
DISCUSSION
In our previous publication [13], we have concluded from the very similar features in the
MEED oscillations as well as from identical LEED patterns and the perpendicular lattice
constants obtained from LEED-I(V) measurements for Ni grown either directly on the bare
Cu3Au(001) substrate or on ∼2 ML Co/Cu3Au(001), that it is very likely for Ni to have
a similar morphology in both cases. Therefore, any influence on the NixMn100−x structure
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due to the presence of the Co layer underneath the Ni film can be discarded. Our results
for equiatomic NiMn films on Cu3Au(001) [13] showed a tetragonal distortion with c/a ratio
of ∼ 5.3%, compatible with an epitaxial c-axis growth of fct bulk NiMn. Therefore, a
similar strain is expected when NixMn100−x is grown on Ni/Cu3Au(001) or on Ni/∼2 ML
Co/Cu3Au(001), which we can associate with the observed change in the magnetic properties
of NixMn100−x in our bilayers. It has been experimentally observed recently that there is a
significant effect of strain on the magnetic properties of epitaxially grown antiferromagnetic
Heusler alloy Fe2VSi films [30] and YMnO3 films [31]. A clear dependence of the Ne´el
temperature TN on c/a has been observed when this ratio is varied from 0.987 to 0.998 at
room temperature. The tensile epitaxial strain has been found to increase TN to 193 K, 70
K higher than that of the unstrained bulk material [30]. Similarly, in Ref. [31], the variation
of the lattice constant ratio c/a resulted in a marked shift of TN for YMnO3. Thus it is
plausible in our system that the concentration-induced strain in NixMn100−x grown on 12–13
ML Ni/∼2 ML Co/Cu3Au(001) plays a role in changing its magnetic properties.
Along with a brief calculation, Kawarazaki et al. have provided the first direct experi-
mental evidence for a 3Q spin structure in an fcc antiferromagnetic Ni28Mn72 alloy [12]. Like
in Ref. 12, since our sample is also a disordered alloy for other than equi-atomic concen-
trations, it is very likely that some Mn moments, depending on their near-neighbor atomic
configuration and the concentration, deviate from the exact directions of the 3Q alignment.
Based on the 3Q spin structure of NixMn100−x, we propose the following model (shown in
Fig. 6) to explain our results: We suggest that the 3Q spin structure of NixMn100−x devi-
ates, driven by composition-dependent strain [32], from more-OoP to more-IP along with
an increased magnetic anisotropy when decreasing the Ni concentration from ∼50 to ∼20%.
Fig. 6 (a) shows a schematic illustration of the possible 3Q spin structure of NixMn100−x.
The in-plane component of the surface atom spins in extended flat (001) terraces is com-
pensated, whereas the OoP spin component is not. In the upper (lower) terrace of Fig. 6
(a), the entire surface spins are pointing up (down), forming a layer-wise uncompensated
spin component in the OoP direction. Fig. 6 (b) represents a possible (001) surface spin
configuration of the AFM layer in a 3Q spin structure at step edges viewed from the top.
Light and dark coloured areas indicate the next-level atomic interface planes. Ellipses at
the step edges represented by dashed lines indicate regions in which the IP components of
the antiferromagnetic spins do not cancel. Depending upon the chemical composition of
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FIG. 6. (a) Schematic drawing of the non-collinear three-dimensional (3Q -like) spin structure
of NixMn100−x. The different colours of the arrows representing spins only show their different
orientations. The tetrahedron connected by dark lines and filled yellow space connects the atoms
that constitute the magnetic unit cell of NixMn100−x. Within one (001) layer, all the IP spin
components are compensated, but not the OoP components. (b) Top view of the spin structure at
the (001) surface: The dashed ellipses show the uncompensated IP spin components at step edges.
(c) The proposed change of the non-collinear spin structure of NixMn100−x from more-out-of-plane
to more-in-plane direction upon decreasing the Ni concentration from ∼50 to ∼20% in a schematic
cross-sectional view. The dark gray (light gray) balls represent the top (second from top) layer
atoms.
NixMn100−x, the spins could be along more-OoP or more-IP directions. Fig. 6 (c) is the
basis of our suggested model. It shows the situation when the spins are tilted towards more
IP direction by decreasing the Ni concentration from ∼50 to ∼20%.
The equi-atomic ordered state of NiMn has most probably a non-collinear spin structure
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such that its spins make a very small angle with the OoP direction [13], with a large OoP
component and a small magnetic anisotropy. Due to the latter, EB is small and can only be
seen at the thickest equi-atomic NiMn film (Fig. 2). In this sample, the antiferromagnetism
of the NiMn layer manifests itself mainly in an enhancement of HC, which is almost twice as
large for the OoP coupling than for IP coupling for all temperatures and thicknesses. We sug-
gest that decreasing the Ni concentration rotates the AFM spins from a more-OoP towards
a more-IP direction associated with an increase in the magnetic anisotropy energy (MAE)
(Fig. 6 (c)). In the assumed 3Q spin structure of NixMn100−x, a larger IP uncompensated
spin component at the step edges of islands is expected compared to the OoP component
in the flat terraces (Fig. 6 (b)) when reducing the Ni concentration along with an increased
MAE. Consequently, due to stronger coupling at lower Ni concentrations, higher values of
TAFM , Heb, and Tb are obtained for the IP coupling compared to the OoP case (Fig. 2–Fig.
5).
Besides the interfacial coupling strength, from our proposed model it is also possible to
explain the reason for the concentration-dependent cross-over of the TAFM of NixMn100−x
for IP versus OoP coupling (Fig. 3). At lower Ni concentration the increased number of
the nearest neighbour Mn atoms gives rise to a stronger average Mn–Mn interaction (JAFM)
which should lead to a high TAFM independent from the magnetization direction. An answer
to the question why TAFM then is higher for the IP case than for the OoP case at lower
values of x can be simply given by the supposedly modified spin structure of NixMn100−x
in our proposed model. That is, by decreasing x, the intrinsically rotated spin structure of
NixMn100−x (more IP) becomes thermally more stable when coupled to an IP magnetized
Ni film than to an OoP one. By saying this, we mean that after coupling with the IP Ni
layer, the intrinsically more IP NixMn100−x spin structure is compelled to be further or even
completely directed along the IP direction at the interface. Then NixMn100−x is thermally
more stable compared to the case when it is coupled to OoP Ni, where its spin structure
deviates away from the intrinsic (more-IP) direction. A converse situation is supposed to
occur for the equi-atomic concentration where NiMn has a higher TAFM when coupled to
the OoP FM layer than to the IP one (Fig. 4 (a)). After coupling with an OoP Ni layer, the
intrinsically more OoP Ni50Mn50 spin structure is compelled to be further or even completely
directed along the OoP direction. Here Ni50Mn50 is thermally more stable compared to the
case when it is coupled to IP Ni, where its spin structure deviates away from the intrinsic
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(more-OoP) direction. We can thus speculate that NixMn100−x is thermally more stable
when its spins are aligned along its intrinsic equilibrium spin structure. The observation
of a higher TAFM when coupled to an OoP-magnetized FM film than in the IP case for
equi-atomic NiMn [13] and for FeMn [23] have been suggested to be due to the distorted 3Q
spin structure [13, 25].
Our findings can be further discussed with the help of Refs. 13, 23, and 25. Initially, for
(Co/)Ni/FeMn/Cu(001) the higher value of TAFM in the OoP direction compared to the IP
direction has been suggested to be due to the higher coupling strength in the former case [23].
However, in an experiment by Stampe et al., the interface roughness of Ni/FeMn/Cu(001)
bilayers has been modified by annealing the Ni layer before FeMn layer deposition [25] which
should result in an increased number of OoP uncompensated spin components due to the
extension of the flat terracess. This experiment has been performed only for equi-atomic
FeMn coupled in OoP direction with Ni/Cu(001) and resulted in an enhancement of HC and
Heb, whereas TAFM has been found unchanged. Also, for Ni50Mn50/Ni/(Co/)/Cu3Au(001)
[13], similar results as in Ref. 23 have been obtained and explained in terms of either a higher
interfacial coupling strength and/or a thermally more stable Ni50Mn50 spin structure when
coupled to Ni magnetized in OoP direction than in IP. The exchange coupling at the interface
depends on the number of FM and AFM spins as well as the relative orientation between
them, i.e., Eeff = −2
∑
i<j
Jijsi.sj [33], where Jij is the exchange coupling constant and si
and sj are unit vectors of the FM and AFM spins, respectively. This means that keeping
the direction of the uncompensated spins fixed and varying only their number increases
the interfacial coupling strength as has been observed in Ref. 25, but may not contribute to
TAFM . To see whether there is any influence of the interfacial coupling strength on TAFM , we
show in Fig. 7 the results of the thinnest studied samples for similar NixMn100−x thicknesses
with no or very small EB. Here the number as well as the direction of AFM spins (according
to our proposed model) is changed by changing the AFM alloy composition. For the IP case
(Fig. 7 (a)), HC and TAFM both increase with decreasing Ni concentration whereas for the
OoP case (Fig. 7 (b)), HC(T ) increases but TAFM has no clear trend as the Ni concentration
is decreased. This is apparently very similar to the results reported for FeMn coupled to
OoP Ni [25]. But in our case (Fig. 7), along with the number and direction of the AFM
spins, another factor, namely, the magnetic anisotropy, also may change (increase) when
decreasing the Ni concentration. Therefore, the enhancement of the coercivity in both IP
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and OoP direction could be either due to any or all of these three factors, i.e, the number
and direction of AFM spins, and the magnetic anisotropy of the AFM. Similarly, we cannot
conclusively say which of these three mentioned factors dominates the behaviour of TAFM
in both IP and OoP coupling directions.
Our findings seem to be the experimental verification of theoretical predictions by Mit-
sumata et al., who have investigated the spin structure of a Mn-based AFM layer coupled
to an FM layer, and have proposed a mechanism for EB within the framework of a classical
Heisenberg model [22]. A collinear spin structure formed in an ordered L10-type Mn-based
alloy AFM results in only the enhancement of coercivity of the FM layer without any EB
[22]. On the other hand, a Mn-based binary alloy composed of a disordered γ-phase AFM
layer showed a non-collinear spin structure, caused by the geometric frustrations in the AFM
layer, which is responsible for the magnetization loop shift after coupling with an adjacent
FM layer [22].
Within the domain of our model, we can discuss our data with respect to Malozemoff’s
perpendicular [4, 5] as well as Mauri’s planar domain wall model [6] for the AFM layer in
FM/AFM exchange-biased systems. In both models, the critical thickness of an AFM layer
for the onset of EB is determined by the magnetic anisotropy energy in the AFM layer. A
large anisotropy constant (KAFM) directly reduces the critical thickness of AFM to establish
EB. In Mauri’s domain wall model, the AFM layer thickness at which EB appears is said to be
the point where the AFM layer is able to accommodate a planar domain wall, with a typical
width of ∼ 200 A˚ [34]. Our results for the IP coupling show that the onset of EB is at ∼12
ML (∼22 A˚) below 240 K, which is likely too small to accommodate such a planar domain
wall within the AFM layer. From this, it could be inferred that a planar domain wall may not
be responsible for EB in our system. No such thickness restrictions apply to perpendicular
domain walls. They would provide a similar explanation to our results as has been reported
for Ir25Mn75 [34]. However, some of the thickness- and concentration-dependent features
of our system, e.g., saturation of Tb and TAFM (Fig. 2–Fig. 5), nevertheless favour the
existence of Mauri’s planar domain wall [6]. The planar domain wall width may not be
considered constant. Like any FM domain wall it depends also on the interplay between the
magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy and the exchange energy. The domain wall width is
given by δw = pi
√
AAFM/KAFM [4–6, 35, 36], where AAFM is the exchange stiffness, which
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FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of the coercivity for similar thicknesses of NixMn100−x grown
on (a) in-plane-magnetized ∼12 ML Ni/∼2 ML Co/Cu3Au(001) and (b) out-of-plane magnetized
∼12 ML Ni/Cu3Au(001). Labels at each curve and correspondingly coloured arrows represent the
TAFM of the respective NixMn100−x layer.
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constants, respectively, of the AFM layer. Considering AAFM as constant for both IP and
OoP directions at constant Ni concentration in NixMn100−x, higher KAFM will reduce the
domain wall width whether it is parallel or perpendicular. The reduction of the parallel
domain wall width means that the thickness required to establish EB becomes smaller.
Numerical calculations suggest that the reduction of critical thicknesses for the onset and
saturation of Heb is influenced by the spin structure in the AFM layer [37]. The critical
thickness is proportional to the AFM domain wall width, and thinner AFM domain walls
are obtained in the non-collinear spin structure of the Mn-based AFM layer as compared
to ordered L10-type layer with the AF-I spin structure [37]. This very much supports our
model, since for the IP coupled part, for which we assume a more non-collinear 3Q-like spin
structure with larger IP component than the OoP one when lowering x in NixMn100−x, we
get EB at a smaller thickness of the AFM layer compared to higher Ni concentrations (see,
for example, Fig. 5). The only disagreement is that Mitsumata et al. assumed an AF-I spin
structure (with spins along the c axis) for ordered L10-type AFM layers, whereas we suppose
that the spin structure for our AFM film could be still three-dimensional, but with spins
turned more towards the OoP direction. The OoP part may exhibit a similar behaviour of
achieving EB at smaller NixMn100−x thickness, but from our data we can not say this for sure
as it was not possible to see Heb at lower temperatures due to the experimental limitations
in the external magnetic field. Recently, Mitsumata et al. have generalized their work and
theoretically proven that the case of an AFM domain wall might not be equivalent to that
of FM domain walls, and that the AFM domain wall width could be significantly smaller
than that of the FM [38]. The AFM thickness required to establish EB could be about
1/
√
3 times smaller for any kind of AFM material having a non-collinear spin structure as
compared to the ones with collinear spin structure [38]. We observe that for IP and OoP
magnetization at the lowest Ni concentration (∼ 20%), Heb and Tb saturate at much lower
NixMn100−x thicknesses (Fig. 5 (a) and (b)). For example, TAFM and Tb both are saturated
at ∼32 ML Ni22Mn78 (∼6 nm), which is much smaller than the reported values of 25–35
nm [39] and >20 nm (only for EB saturation) [40] for polycrystalline equi-atomic NiMn.
The discussion above favours thus the idea of the coexistence of perpendicular and planar
domain walls within the AFM layer. It is important to mention that the planar domain
wall does not need to be a complete “wall” like in ferromagnets; it could also describe the
local twisting of a vertical spring connecting pinned uncompensated moments sitting in some
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FIG. 8. Temperature-dependent coercivity of Ni22Mn78 grown on in-plane-magnetized ∼12 ML
Ni/∼2 ML Co/Cu3Au(001).
depth in the AFM layer and rotating uncompensated moments at the interface to the FM
layer.
The peak in coercivity close to the temperature where Heb significantly starts to increase
(Fig. 2 (a)) is intuitively simple to understand. In the case of an AFM with small anisotropy,
when the FM spins rotate, they drag most of the AFM spins, hence increasing the coercivity.
For a large AFM anisotropy at lower temperatures and lower Ni concentrations in our
proposed model, the FM layer decouples from part of the AFM layer because it cannot
drag the AFM pinned spins, consequently an exchange-bias effect comes into action while
reducing HC . A result of the influence of this effect on HC is the peak which is often
found close to Tb [8, 28, 41–43]. In our system (Fig. 2 (a)), when the anisotropy of the
AFM decreases either due to increasing temperature or increasing Ni concentration, the FM
is able to drag more and more AFM spins, thus increasing the coercivity. Just below Tb
pinning of the NixMn100−x pinned moments becomes very weak, such that they can merely
hinder the FM rotation, and hence EB vanishes.
We studied six bilayer samples with different thicknesses of Ni22Mn78 varying from ∼12
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to ∼50 ML. The HC(T ) of these samples for IP coupling is shown in Fig. 8. For the thickest
five samples two peaks in HC(T ) are observed. The one at higher temperatures becomes less
prominent as the thickness of Ni22Mn78 decreases from ∼50 ML to ∼16 ML, and completely
disappears at ∼12 ML Ni22Mn78 (also shown in Fig. 7). This Ni22Mn78 thickness dependence
of the second HC(T ) peak (at higher temperatures) points towards the existence of a Mauri
planar domain wall which could not be sustained due to decreased MAE at lower Ni22Mn78
thicknesses. For Ni concentrations of ∼ 28% and ∼ 38%, where the AFM layer has a
supposedly smaller MAE compared to a Ni concentration of ∼22%, a kind of incomplete
domain wall could be formed which could give rise to the small value of Heb and its steady
decrease to zero just below Tb.
The small positive EB in a small temperature range just below Tb (Fig. 2 (a) and 4 (a))
can be explained by what has been speculated for Ni81Fe19/Ir20Mn80 bilayers by Mishra et
al. [26], that there exists some unusual minority but strongly pinned species of spins in
the opposite direction to that of the usual pinned spins. These minority species of strongly
pinned spins remains pinned at higher temperatures than the usual pinned spins. This
speculation can also explain the behaviour of Heb when decreasing towards zero. Before
switching to the small positive value, a small nearly constant or very slowly decreasing
negative EB is observed for all IP samples with Ni concentrations of ∼ 38% and ∼ 28%
(insets of Figs. 2 and 4), which could result from a competition between positive and negative
exchange biases. A corresponding small kink in HC(T ), at least for ∼18 ML Ni28Mn72,
can be observed (Fig. 4 (a)). An increased MAE of NixMn100−x when decreasing the Ni
concentration to ∼ 22% could overcome the pinning strength of the minority spin species
responsible for small positive EB just below Tb. Therefore, no positive EB is observed for
Ni22Mn78. This result, along with the other results described and discussed in this paper,
shows that the alloy concentration x plays a very decisive role in determining all the magnetic
properties of NixMn100−x, including its crystalline [21] and spin structure [12, 18, 22].
In the light of the above discussion, we can state that our rotating non-collinear spin model
associated with a change in the magnetic anisotropy as a function of the Ni concentration
in NixMn100−x is able to explain all of our obtained results.
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SUMMARY
We have presented magnetic proximity effects on concentration-, thickness-, and temperature-
dependent magnetic properties of the NixMn100−x/Ni/(Co/)Cu3Au(001) bilayer system with
IP and OoP magnetization. In our exchange-biased bilayers, the non-collinear 3Q-like spin
structure of NixMn100−x is found to be very sensitive on the concentration of the alloy
constituents, which results in versatile magnetic properties when coupled to IP- and OoP-
magnetized adjacent FM Ni layers. With respect to TAFM of NixMn100−x, there is a critical
Ni concentration between ∼35% and ∼28%, above which TAFM for the OoP samples is
higher than for the IP ones and vice versa. Another important result is that both IP and
OoP samples exhibit a larger Heb, and TAFM and Tb saturate at much smaller thicknesses
of NixMn100−x when decreasing the Ni concentration. An intuitive model is proposed that
is able to explain our results and correlates different magnetic anisotropy energies with
different spin structures of NixMn100−x as a function of Ni concentration. According to
this model, the three-dimensional non-collinear spin structure of NixMn100−x rotates from
more-OoP to more-IP aligned spins when the Ni concentration is decreased from ∼50% to
∼20%. Due to the enhanced magnetic anisotropy, smaller domain wall widths within the
NixMn100−x films are in line with our results. The AFM NixMn100−x alloy films with a lower
Ni concentration have an increased magnetic anisotropy, which reduces its critical thickness
for the onset of EB and the saturation of TAFM and Tb.
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